pca-1,2,5 instructions

pate pipe curb assembly

installation instructions

1. Cut off top of raised pipe collar(s) on cap with hacksaw at scoring.
2. Cut off one collar for each pipe penetration leaving unused collar(s) intact.
3. Slide cap over pipe(s) and curb.
4. Secure cap to curb with screws.
5. Cut off top of pvc boot with scissors or sharp knife at step size equal to or one size smaller than pipe o.d.
6. Slide pvc boot over pipe and down over collar on cap. Make sure boot base is all the way down over collar.
7. Secure boot base to collar with adjustable clamp.
8. Secure boot top to pipe with adjustable clamp.

The...pate pipe curb assembly...is specially designed to permanently seal multiple pipes that penetrate any roof. This all-in-one unit needs only one roof opening, is leak proof and durable under all weather conditions. Comes ready to install, including: roof curb, cap, various boots for pipes from 3/8" to 10 3/4" actual O.D., and adjustable clamps.

Multiple m pca units available to accommodate 2 or more pcc caps on a common curb.

In stock for immediate delivery.